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Introduction
Ten days into the UK’s lockdown, and the immediate shock following 

the onset of the crisis is now beginning to dissipate. Buzz descriptors 

such as ‘unprecedented’ are giving way to ‘new normal’ as we seek to 

make sense of the short and long term implications for our families, 

businesses, our wider economy and society. 

The good news from BVA BDRC’s 2nd week of tracking consumer 

sentiment is that there now seems to be a bit more certainty. More 

people are planning to book holidays, hotels, flights and days out with a 

specific time in mind – even if the prospects for the start of an upturn 

are typically more than 1 month ahead. Light at the end of the tunnel? 

Quite possibly – but we will have to wait for next week’s report to see 

whether it is the beginning of a trend!

Matt Costin
Managing Director, BVA BDRC

Suzy Hassan
Managing Director, Alligator Digital

What are the key enablers of a recovery? When the virus is eventually 

defeated and our freedom of movement reinstated, we can expect to see 

a surge in demand ‘the day after’ – but the health of our wallets may 

dictate whether this is the start of a long term recovery in demand – or 

just a fleeting splurge.

Next week, therefore, we will be taking a closer look at the financial 

wellbeing and mindsets of UK consumers and asking what this means for 

spend across multiple travel, leisure and hospitality categories.

Thank you for reading our report, and please don’t hesitate to send us 

your feedback, contribute to the debate, or request brand-specific 

questions.

Best wishes, 



Executive Summary

The mood of UK consumers remains virtually unchanged since last

week. However, more of us are confident in the Government’s handling

of the crisis. While the vast majority of us still think that the worst is yet

to come, there is less pessimism than we recorded a week ago.

&

Coinciding with improved confidence in the future outlook, there are

indications this week that UK consumers are beginning to plan for ‘the day

after’. More of us have a clear idea of when we will book that holiday,

flights, hotel rooms, and days out. For most of us, for most categories, it is

not in the next month, but in the next 1 – 3 months or 3 – 6 months. Fewer

people this week, are referring to 6+ months or an unknown point in time.

Our survey results point to a number of areas of pent up demand. After 10

days of domestic incarceration, many consumers are longing for that (in

some cases postponed) holiday, that restaurant meal, that evening in the

pub or at the cinema, that morning of retail therapy – and, perhaps more

than anything, seeing their friends and family.

Consumers continue to believe that, on the whole, leisure attractions,

hotels, and other travel and transportation companies have responded well.

Dominant themes around kindness and innovation in ensuring service

continuity or alternative experiences are playing well. Some brands,

however, are getting it wrong and then suffering the reputational

consequences online.

Our national mood is far from consistent and differs across age cohorts and socio-

economic groupings. Those least well off, the people sometimes classified in the

UK as ‘C2s & DEs’ have a significantly less positive mood – perhaps not surprisingly

given the implications for many people on temporary or ‘zero hours’ contracts.

Differences also remain evident across age groups: despite being physically most at

risk from COVID-19, older people have a more positive mood.
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The mood of the nation remains divided – and virtually unchanged from last week. Lower socio-economic 
groupings and middle aged people tend to be feeling the effects of the crisis more than others.

Q5: How would you rate, between 0 and 10, your mood today? (%)

48% 
7-10 ratings

30-31 March 2020

Average mood

6.0 (6.1)

Q5: How would you rate, between 0 and 10, your mood today? (%)

52%
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(51%)
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For both marketers and employers, it is important to note that those in lower paid / 
lower skilled occupations have a notably lower mood and greater pessimism.

• Socio-economic grades see some variation in both mood and optimism,

perhaps reflecting the fact that those in the least well paid and secure

occupations have been hit hardest.

Q5: How would you rate, between 0 and 10, your mood today? (%)
Q7: Regarding the situation of Coronavirus in the UK and the way it is going to change in the coming month, which of the following best describes your opinion? (%)

Average mood

6.3
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6.5
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A / B C1 C2 / D / E

NRS Social Grades
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88
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The worst has passed – things are going to get better from now on

Things are going to stay the same

The worst is still to come

e.g. e.g. 

e.g. Professionals and higher 
managerial grades
(Upper and middle classes)

Supervisory and clerical roles
(Lower middle class)

e.g. 

Manual workers (skilled, 
semi-skilled and unskilled) 

and not working

The situation of Coronavirus in the UK



For international context, our average national mood is similar but slightly 
worse than has been recorded in France in recent days
Q5: How would you rate, between 0 and 10, your mood today?

6.1 6.1 6.1 6 6 6 6.1 6.2 6.1 6 5.9
6.1

6.3 6.3 6.2

Average mood in France – French respondents*

*BVA daily tracker on how the situation is changing in France. More info, contact Adélaïde ZULFIKARPASIC (adelaide.zulfikarpasic@bva-group.com)

• The COVID-19 emergency reached a crescendo in France earlier than

in the UK. BVA Group's daily tracking shows the average national

mood hovering around 6 / 10 – but nudging upwards in recent days

30th – 31st March 2020

Average mood

6.0 (6.1)

mailto:adelaide.zulfikarpasic@bva-group.com


While the vast majority of Brits continue to believe ‘the worst is still to come’, optimism is 
improving and is now comparable with the French position of 10 days ago

• French pessimism reached a peak on 23rd March, but has steadily

improved since then. The proportion of French people who say that the

worst is still to come continues to decline, while there is also a nascent

grouping who are confident enough to say that the worst has passed.

87 81 

13 
15 

1 5 

The worst has
passed

Things are going to
stay the same

The worst is still to
come

COVID 19 situation in France – French respondents*

Q7: Regarding the situation of Coronavirus in the UK and the way it is going to change in the coming month, which of the following best describes your opinion? (%)
*BVA daily tracker on how the situation is changing in France. More info, contact Adélaïde ZULFIKARPASIC (adelaide.zulfikarpasic@bva-group.com)

Q7: Regarding the situation of Coronavirus in the UK and the way it is going 
to change in the coming month, which of the following best describes your 
opinion? (%)
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The British Government continues to face criticism – notably on testing – but two-thirds 
of us are now confident in the government’s handling of the crisis.

• Confidence in the British Government's handling of the emergency still varies by

age-group – with younger age groups clearly less confident – though this may in

part reflect typical political allegiances.

NET Confident

NET Not confident

Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not really confident, not at all confident regarding how the British government is handling the 
crisis? (%)

75% (+) 77% (-)

18-45 years old 46-64 years old 65+ years old
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26 

20 

51 

53 

9 
15 

Completely confident Fairly confident Not very confident Not at all confident

68%
NET Confident

30%
NET Not confident

Don’t know:

3% (2%)

59% (+)

22% (-) 21% (+)38% (-)

Don’t know 3% (-) 2% (+)3% (+)

Q6: Would you say that you are completely confident, somewhat confident, not 
really confident, not at all confident regarding how the British government is 
handling the crisis? (%)

(60%)

(40%)

(-) decrease in week 2
(+) increase in week 2

23rd – 24th March 30th – 31st March



Consumer perception of how key sectors have responded to the crisis has been more 
positive than negative - and continues to improve

Sentiment online (as recorded through NetBase) broadly aligns with 

the ratings recorded in our survey: attractions emerge as the 

strongest here – largely thanks to the original decision to keep 

gardens and parks open – but also because of the innovation evident 

in delivering the visitor experience through digital channels.

Response 
Index

0 = Neutral

Social media 
Net Sentiment

0 = Neutral

Visitor attractions 40
17 Leisure

Holiday companies 17

Hotels 29
8 Hospitality

Other paid for accommodation 
providers (e.g. Airbnb) 18

Airlines 9

-13 Transport

Other public transport 
companies (e.g. Uber) 12

Airports 9

Train operating companies 11

The Response Index represents consumer perceptions of how 
effectively each sector has responded to the emergency. It is 
calculated simply by subtracting the proportion of those who think 
the sector response is poor or very poor, from the proportion who 
perceive it to be good or excellent. Zero therefore reflects a neutral 
score, with >0 meaning positive, and < 0 meaning negative.

Social media Net Sentiment works on the same scale, expressing the 
ratio of positive to negative online discussion about conversation 
linked to the COVID-19. Categorisation of sentiment to ‘positive’ or 
‘negative’ is approximately 90% accurate.

Q8. The UK’s leisure, travel, tourism, hotel and hospitality sectors have been severely impacted by the current crisis. Companies and organisations in these sectors have 
responded in different ways to the challenges they face. Overall how would you rate the response of the following to the current crisis?

2 weeks in (aggregated scores)

(-) decrease in week 2
(+) increase in week 2



“ ”
“@BestWesternGB - We (doctors, ambulance staff, etc) 

really appreciate this and your fantastic hospitable staff in 
Oxford’s Best Western Plus housing us so we can keep 

working while we can’t be at home - thank you!”

# Kindness & Generosity ”“
“Replying to @premierinn

Can someone explain why I've been sent an email asking me to cancel my booking as as
result of the current circumstances, *six days after I actually did* (following your 

procedures) and have yet to receive my refund? #emailfail #pleasereturnmymoney”

# Selfishness

“ ”
‘’Replying to @TravelodgeUK

You need to allow your customers to refund Saver 
Rate bookings or you will lose business in the long 

run! Will never book with you again ’’

# Selfishness

“ ”
"Thank you so much @ChesterZoo
for live streaming the animals today! I now live in London but I grew up visiting
Chester Zoo often as a member, and I miss it very much. Thank you for bringing a
joyful and nostalgic piece of home to me virtually today "

# Innovation

“ ”
‘’ For everyone congratulating Johnson and the govt for doing such a 

fine job, why are flights arriving from #Covid_19 hotspots and 
passengers dispersing via the tube etc untested? Yet walk your dog too 

far from home and get fined? #StayHome #SardinesUK🐟”

# Failing systems“ ”
“Free trips and meals for NHS staff. Just 
need your NHS email. Thanks @Uber! 

independent.co.uk/life-style/cor…”

# Kindness & Generosity

“
”

Key themes underlying positive and negative sentiment this week

‘I have the same issue @British_Airways you 
don't appear to be giving flight refunds. No 
option online. Call the number. Get cut off. I 

too would like a refund not a voucher 
#britishairways #COVID19’’ 

• The key themes underscoring positive and negative sentiment are instructive

for marketers and brand owners and point to the longer term ingredients of

success: a sense of kindness and generosity, and a spirit of innovation

underpin much of the positive sentiment apparent online. Conversely,

company policies and individual actions which are considered selfish or

ungenerous attract much of the negative sentiment.”“
‘Loving all the free workouts on #instalive at the moment! 

@GYMBOXofficial keeping me sane!! !’’

# Innovation

# Loss of service continuity
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Volume of social media comment across key sectors

• Across these 3 related verticals, Transport has consistently generated the most
social media posts in relation to the crisis. However, there has been a downward
trend in social media comment across the board in the last week, as people
settle in to the ‘new normal’.

Leisure Hospitality Transport

• Tube station closures in 
London announced

• Lockdown announced – essential travel 
only for key workers

• Tube driver’s anger over packed tubes 
despite people told to stay at home and 
only travel when essential

• Chelsea FC opens hotel 
for NHS staff

• Gary Neville opens hotel 
chain up to NHS staff

• National Trust closes all 
parks and gardens due to 
social distancing concerns

• Mayor of London says the city 
will book over 300 IHG 
hotel rooms for the homeless

• LNER offering only key workers travel
• Priti Patel calls for stop on daily flights from 

Tehran, NYC and LA where serious outbreaks are 
occurring

• Questions over why British citizens were 
not called to fly back sooner and continued 
discussion on what more could be done

• Continued support for homeless 
being housed, but still calls from 
cities, such as in Bristol

• Calls for people to stop ‘holidaying’ 
and take measures seriously

• A number of park closures
• Chester Zoo's offering free 

online zoo 



”“

Future booking – what are the plans now?
Q13. You’ve mentioned earlier that you have booked accommodation, a holiday or a flight, 
and that you haven’t taken it yet. Given the current situation what are your plans now? (%)

Q13. You’ve mentioned earlier that you have booked accommodation, a holiday or a flight, and that you haven’t taken it yet. Given the current situation what are your plans 
now? (%)

8 

42 

21 

28 

6 

12

32

21

31

9

To proceed and take my booked
accommodation, holiday, or flight

I postponed my booking to a later stage

My booking is cancelled, I am planning
on booking a replacement

My booking is cancelled, I have no
plans to book a replacement

Other (please specify)

 23rd & 24th March  30th and 31st March

• As recently booked travel arrangements have inevitably been with 

longer (post crisis) lead-times, it is no surprise to see a decline in 

postponements since last week and an increase in the incidence of 

people planning to proceed and take their holiday, flight or hotel stay.

“ ”
“We don't know if it is cancelled or will still go 

ahead as it is in June and is within the UK”

“ ”
“My flight with BA for the 1st June is currently still 

on but that may change. Desperate to see my 
daughter”

I'm waiting to see what the situation is nearer the time



The day after…..what are the main things Brits want to do once it is over?
Q16 - Once the confinement is over and all businesses reopen, what 
are the two or three things you are most looking forward to doing?

Q16 - Once the confinement is over and all businesses reopen, what are the two or three things you are most looking forward to doing?

• For the travel, leisure, hospitality and retail sectors – the one silver lining 

to this dark cloud is the potential for a post-crisis demand bubble. Days of 

lockdown are translating into pent up demand for holidays, restaurants, 

shopping trips, and time with family and friends.

”
“Being able to go and walk around the shops 

on a weekend for something to do

Being able to go to shops and not have to 
queue for an hour

Walking around and shopping

”“ Going to local independent shops and 
restaurants to support the local community

Big family and friends 
reunion in a restaurant!

Going to a restaurant 
or pub for a meal

Eating out

”
“Feeling freedom to see my grandchildren and children

Socialising

Getting a train/travelling to see my friends and family

Socialising with friends and family

Meeting up with family & friends again socialising

”
“Booking a holiday. I always book my flights direct with 

an airline and my accommodation through Booking.com 
or Hotels.com

Booking a holiday some where warm and sunny

Booking a weekend break away somewhere in the UK

Going on holiday ”
“ Visiting a National Trust property Visiting the countryside Watching a movie at the cinema

Going back to the gym and to the park with the kids

Activities: doing things

Taking the family on a day out somewhere 
they will enjoy such as the zoo



”
“
"I’m trying to think of concrete things to look forward 

to post Covid-19: - a big bbq in my garden with 
friends - a beer and a pizza outside at Crate brewery -

a pistachio gelato in the sun in soho square" 

# Socialising/Eating out

“ ”
Benidorms square. Usually packed and full of life.. I’ll look forward to a visit 
when all is back to normal #Covid_19 #Benidorm #WhenCoronaVirusIsOver

# Going on holiday

”“
I'm also looking forward to the family 
reunion party we'll have once out of 

captivity #covid19UK #Isolation

# Socialising
# Going on holiday

“
”

“#WhenCoronaVirusIsOver think I’ll be 
desperate like others, to bolster my mental 

health & general spirits with a boost of feelgood
factor. Museums will be high on the list..”

# Activities: doing things

The day after……what we’re saying on social media

”“
‘I'm just looking forward to being out there 

earning again bringing money home 
everyday #Covid_19.’’ 

# Work

”“‘The things we take for granted . Can't 
wait to hug & kiss my grandaughter again. 

#CoronavirusLockdownUK

# Socialising

”“Already can't wait for the reunions of friends and 
families! I'm still hopeful that summer will be amazing

# Socialising

”“
I cannot thank @jet2tweets for their fantastic handling of the 
#Coronavirus situation, and for communicating effectively and 

promptly refunding my holiday. Thank you for all you are doing, and I 
won’t hesitate to book with you in the future when I am able to travel

# Going on holiday

”“
Y'know what I'm looking forward to when 

#Covid19 is over? The first pint at pub, the first 
meal out, the first theatre show…

# Leisure



Leisure



”
“

Visitor attractions 56 13 9

Holiday companies 40 24 14

Leisure sector response to current crisis

Q8. The UK’s leisure, travel, tourism, hotel and hospitality sectors have been severely impacted by the current crisis. Companies and organisations in these sectors have 
responded in different ways to the challenges they face. Overall how would you rate the response of the following to the current crisis?
Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of the hospitality sector who have responded to this situation particularly well? You can make a comment or 
share a link.

NET Good (%) NET Poor (%)

18 

11 

39 

30 

22 

24 

8 

15 

5 

8 

Excellent Good OK Poor Very poor

Don’t 
know (%)

• Visitor attractions have been quick to
respond and re-focus audience engagement
to their digital offerings – live streaming ,
behind-the-scenes video content etc. This
has been recognised with even more
positive response ratings.

• Holiday companies have had to react
sharply in line with government advice on
nothing but essential travel during the very
busy Easter holidays. Free amends and
future discounts are being offered by some
operators as well as full refunds.

Q8. Overall how would you rate the response of the following sectors to the current crisis?

NET Good Trend (%)

46
37

56

40

Visitor attractions Holiday companies

Week 1 Week 2

Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of 
the leisure sector who have responded to this situation particularly well?

Gyms in general are trying to help 
by putting workouts online for 
people to follow

At the outset of the disease I was contacted by my holiday agent to reassure 
me that if the plans had to be cancelled I would be able to get a full refund of 
monies paid. I didn't ask for this. They worked proactively. Bravo!

Disneyland we haven't been affected 
but seen other people who have and 
they have been treated brilliantly

Harry Potter World were very quick to email to tell us what to do

23-24 March 30-31 March



Online gym classes

Great initiative from @MFPC_gym to let members borrow equipment whilst we're in 
lockdown! A proper members club! #CoronaLockdown #ExerciseAtHome #Gymchallenge
pic.twitter.com/NP9t9WOSTZ

Loving all the free workouts on #instalive at the 

moment! 

@GYMBOXofficial

keeping me sane!! 

Love my gym 

They are putting on fantastic daily classes and now 

a Saturday night DJ live! Just awesome 

@GYMBOXofficial

Hey PureGym, seeing as your gyms are closed can we rent a 
barbell on week to week, just until you open again?? Looking forward to it, missing Saturday morning spin at VA Leeds

• Most of the public know how important building and maintaining good
health and fitness is to fighting Coronavirus.

• Brands recognise they can build a broader following during this time of
enforced isolation, in the hope the engagement continues once their
physical sites re-open.

https://twitter.com/hashtag/instalive?src=hashtag_click
https://twitter.com/GYMBOXofficial


When will consumers engage with leisure activity again?

Planning on doing it but don’t know when

37 

32 
36 

40 
38 37 

44 
46 

24 22 24 25
22

34 35
39

35

Q11. Which the following are you intending to do in the next 2 weeks
Q12. Given what you know today, when do you anticipate doing the following? Base all intending to do each activity
*item added in week 2

• Compared with last week, there is a notable decline in
the % of people who simply don’t know when they will
next engage in the leisure market.

Week 1 Week 2

Go to 
the gym

Go to a 
restaurant

Go to the 
cinema

Plan a UK 
holiday

Book a UK 
holiday

Book an 
overseas 
holiday

Plan an 
overseas 
holiday

Go on a day 
out to a visitor 

attraction 

Go shopping 
or to a 

shopping 
mall* 

23-24 March 30-31 March



When will consumers engage with leisure activity again?

Within the next month Within the next 6 to 12 months

1 month 12 months3 months 6 months

Within the next 3 to 6 months

15 

21 

15 

12 

12 

11 

11 

8 

22

30

33

29

30

25

27

24

22

• With leisure destinations still shut and no signs of re-opening in the short-term, it is unsurprising to see little change to intended behaviour at these
places within the next month.

• However significant increase in intention to visit leisure destinations within next 3 months and/or next 3 to 6 months highlights how people are now
more likely to be visualising an end date to the crisis.

• Noticeable that just one week further into the crisis intentions to plan and book holidays are increasing in the short as well as medium term. This
provides something positive to focus minds on and cheer up potentially ‘cabin fevered’ households!

Q11. Which the following are you intending to do in the next 2 weeks
Q12. Given what you know today, when do you anticipate doing the following? Base all intending to do each activity
*item added in week 2

Within the next month to 3 months

Go to the gym

Go to a restaurant

Go to the cinema

Plan a UK holiday

Book a UK holiday

Book an overseas holiday

24 

31 

33 

35 

35 

41 

35 

35 

24

22

24

25

12

34

35

35

39

11 

9 

10 

9 

10 

8 

6 

7 

23

20

13

18

22

13

10

7

10

12 

7 

6 

4 

6 

4 

4 

4 

11

7

7

3

15

8

7

8

4

Plan an overseas holiday

Go on a day out to a visitor attraction 

Go shopping or to a shopping mall* 

Week 1 Week 2
23-24 March 30-31 March



“ ”
“

”
”

“Museums and galleries should be all 
online, audible should not be free only for 
children but as well as adults”

“
“What can they do ? Perhaps look at their online offering. Most 
physical participation is explicitly banned as non essential..”

“ ”
“Organise free activities from home, 
like theatre shows, movies, or drawing 
classes!”

“ ”
“'Offer reduced admission when we get back to normal to 
encourage people to use them and get customers back.”

During the crisis, what alternative services could leisure brands deliver?

Q14: Given the current situation which services would you like leisure organisations to 
provide until things go back to normal? (2 weeks combined)*

Q14: Given the current situation which services would you like leisure organisations to provide until things go back to normal?
*if you would like to access the full list of ideas/comments please get in touch

• Leisure brands are delivering a lot of free online content that the public
seek at this time.

• Will the expectation be that free and discounted becomes the new
normal, when leisure destinations physically start to re-open?

At the moment the only leisure thing I want to keep going 
are companies like Sky, Netflix, Disney+ until the virus dies. 
I'm not doing anything else
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Brand focus – Chester zoo

”“
“

absolutely love Chester Zoo!🥰 can’t wait till we can start 
going again 💚

Anyone who knows me will know I love Chester Zoo, so I 
have thoroughly enjoyed watching their live videos while 
working today. Fantastic idea which I'm sure has brought a 
smile to a lot of people! @chesterzoo😍

“
WOW we love Chester zoo and 

all the great animals they 
have, will be watching all day. 

Thanks.

”
“ We’re currently learning out about India in our home 

schooling. So we loved the @chesterzoo live sessions this 
morning with the beautiful red pandas. And then we learnt 
about snow leopards 

• Animals offer an emotional comfort in normal times. As Chester Zoo demonstrate with
the launch of their online zoo on March 27th, animal engagement can represent even
more comfort and escape in times of crisis.

• There is a lesson for other leisure brands – attractions, cinemas, hospitality groups -
that don’t have the natural animal advantage a zoo brand can deploy. Seek to identify
and exploit the emotional comfort blanket they can offer to the British public at this
time….. maybe with the help of some animals.

All posts Positive posts Negative posts

Announcement: launch of 
virtual zoo

Launch of 
virtual zoo



Hospitality



”
“

Hotels 46 15 12

Other paid for 
accommodation 

providers (e.g. Airbnb)
28 13 31

Hospitality sector response to current crisis

Q8. The UK’s leisure, travel, tourism, hotel and hospitality sectors have been severely impacted by the current crisis. Companies and organisations in these sectors have 
responded in different ways to the challenges they face. Overall how would you rate the response of the following to the current crisis?
Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of the hospitality sector who have responded to this situation particularly well? You can make a comment or 
share a link.

NET Good (%) NET Poor (%)

13 

6 

34 

23 

28 

29 

11 

7 

5 

6 

Excellent Good OK Poor Very poor

Don’t 
know (%)

• Almost half of all respondents, and more than half of

those who have an opinion, now think hotels have

responded well to the crisis, with an impressive-

looking shift since last week. Flexibility over refunds

and cancellations satisfy respondents’ immediate

perceptions, while this weekly change perhaps (and

hopefully) reflects greater awareness of some of the

genuinely brilliant things that hotels are doing.

• The fact that the largest player in the homestay
market is in damage control mode, rather than being
on the front foot perhaps explains why there is a bit
of a difference from hotels at the moment.

Q8. Overall how would you rate the response of the following sectors to the current crisis?

NET Good Trend (%)

37
30

46

28

Hotels Other paid for accommodation providers
(e.g. Airbnb)

Week 1 Week 2
Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of 
the hospitality sector who have responded to this situation particularly well?

Hilton hotels allowed you to rearrange at no cost

Gary Neville and Hotel Football

I had a booking with Premier Inn for a room pre cruise in April they 
gave me a full refund without even being asked. I think this is amazing

Hotels have taken in the homeless and some 
have handed their facilities over to the NHS

23-24 March 30-31 March



When will consumers book hotels and holidays in future?

Within the next month Within the next 6 to 12 months

1 month 12 months3 months 6 months

Within the next 3 to 6 months

13 

12 

11 

11 

8 

25

25

27

24

22

• Some fairly dramatic shifts this week, with the proportion of respondents not
expecting to book hotels until 6-12 months from now halving and being
redistributed between the 1-3 and 3-6 month categories.

• The next few weeks will show us if this is an actual trend, or whether there is just
so much uncertainty out there that no-one can really be sure what’s going
on. Perhaps supporting the latter theory is the relative stability in the
percentages who are ‘planning on doing it, but don’t know when’

Planning on 
doing it but don’t

know when

37 38 37 
44 46 

38 34 35 39 35

Book hotel
accommodation

Plan a UK holiday Book a UK
holiday

Book an overseas
holiday

Plan an overseas
holiday

Q11. Which the following are you intending to do in the next 2 weeks
Q12. Given what you know today, when do you anticipate doing the following? Base all intending to do each activity

Within the next month to 3 months

Book hotel 
accommodation

Plan a UK holiday

Book a UK holiday

Book an overseas holiday

39 

35 

41 

35 

35 

17

34

35

35

39

7 

10 

8 

6 

7 

18

13

10

7

10

4 

6 

4 

4 

4 

7

8

7

8

4

Plan an overseas holiday

Week 1 Week 2
23-24 March 30-31 March



“ ”
@TenHillPlace When I’m next 
in Edinburgh, I will be sure to 
make your hotel my base. 
Thank you!“ ”

I watched a clip on the news about the 
homeless in our cities. The government 
response to this is really quite remarkable. I 
would like to thank all the hotels which are 
accommodating all of these vulnerable 
people from #covid19UK 🙏🙏

Hotels & Hospitality: the word on social media this week

“ ”
It’s excellent that you’ve managed to find 
places for so many. Thank you for your work.

“ ”
I’ve spent £157 with @holidayextras for a room at the Sofitel and parking in 
April. #COVIDー19 cancelled flights. Then find that your not even issuing 
vouchers. The Sofitel isn’t open. How do you justify this?

“ ”
I had to cancel my reservation due to 
coronavirus and only got partial credit.

“ ”
I had to cancel a holiday to Cornwall in May due to #coronavirus 
@sykescottages charged £165. The lady who owned the Cottage 
rung, She is over 70 years old and was disgusted to find out Sykes 
charged £165 to cancel. 

“ ”
Sykes Cottages are refusing refunds on holiday bookings 
that cannot be taken due to the corona virus crisis.

“ ”
Cottages.com are refusing to refund my £1375, even though the 
cottage owner cancelled my booking before the Coronavirus travel 
restrictions were announced. They haven't even paid the owner!!!

• One interesting theme coming out of social comments are difficulties that travellers had

when booking through intermediaries and coming up against conflicting or unexpected

cancellation policies. In the aftermath of this, perhaps providers may have more leverage to

attract direct booking with a message around simplicity and reassurance if plans change
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Brand focus - Hotels

”
“

”
Aviemore Coylumbridge Hotel sent this letter to staff today. 

Not just fired but chucked out of their accommodation with 
no notice and no redundancy pay! Britannia Hotels should 
be ashamed of themselves Fantastic effort by MacDonald Hotels 

for helping all staff but especially those 
who lost their jobs and accommodation 

overnight!

Well done to Macdonald hotels for the way they stepped in and 
offered accommodation to staff evicted from Brittania

Colyumbridge Hotel. In just 24 hours we have seen the worst in 
hotel management and the best. 

• The impact of "Coylumbridgegate" is plain to see from how social posts mentioning Britannia Hotels
(whose letter terminating employment and evicting employees was leaked) and then Macdonald
Hotels (who stepped in to help) is clear to see from this chart showing volumes in March
2020. What is also apparent is that today's news remains tomorrow's chip paper even in the digital
age. What's also apparent is that bad news spreads far further than good news

All Britannia posts Britannia positive posts Britannia negative posts

All Macdonald posts Macdonald positive posts Macdonald negative posts

Greater Manchester 
procured a load of hotel 
rooms for the homeless, 

including at Britannia 
hotels. Yesterday Britannia 

evicted them despite the 
agreement
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Airlines 36 31 8

Airports 38 26 10

Train operating 
companies 35 20 13

Other public transport 
companies (e.g. Uber) 30 19 22

Transport sector response to current crisis

Q8. The UK’s leisure, travel, tourism, hotel and hospitality sectors have been severely impacted by the current crisis. Companies and organisations in these sectors have 
responded in different ways to the challenges they face. Overall how would you rate the response of the following to the current crisis?
Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of the hospitality sector who have responded to this situation particularly well? You can make a comment or 
share a link.

NET Good (%) NET Poor (%)

10 

11 

7 

7 

26 

27 

28 

24 

26 

27 

33 

30 

17 

15 

11 

10 

14 

11 

9 

9 

Excellent Good OK Poor Very poor

Don’t 
know (%)

• Train operating companies and other transport
companies have improved a lot since last week
in they way they are responding to the crisis.
They are ensuring reduced but continued
services focusing on key workers and elderly.

• Airports and airlines are now hit severely.
London City Airport for example closed its
doors until further notice and airlines such as
easyJet announced the grounding of their
fleet.

Q8. Overall how would you rate the response of the following sectors to the current crisis?

NET Good Trend (%)

37 35
29

23

36 38 35
30

Airlines Airports Train operating
companies

Other public transport
companies (e.e. Uber)

Week 1 Week 2

Q10: Are there any examples you have seen of companies in any of 
the transport sector who have responded to this situation particularly well?

Yes - easyJet taking the tough but right decision to halt flights and ground 
their fleet

I am very impressed with Go North East buses and their services. They reacted 
straight away and taped off seats nearest to the driver. Put a line on the floor 
that customers were not allowed passed until the bus stopped. They even have 
someone coming out of the depot with spray and cloths to wipe down the 
whole drivers cabin when they change drivers . They have also supplied their 
drivers with gloves too.

Some train companies such as LNER for refunding customers

23-24 March 30-31 March



When will consumers use public transport again?

Planning on doing it but don’t know when

Q11. Which the following are you intending to do in the next 2 weeks
Q12. Given what you know today, when do you anticipate doing the following? Base all intending to do each activity
*item added in week 2

Mirroring the picture for the broader leisure sector, this week shows a little less
uncertainty – while under lockdown, a larger number of Brits now have a clearer idea
of when they will next travel, whether for a UK or international holiday – or simply
taking a train or bus.

Week 1 Week 2

Take the 
bus

Take the 
train

Book a flight
Plan a UK 
holiday

Book a UK 
holiday

Book an 
overseas 
holiday

Plan an 
overseas 
holiday

28
32

42
38 37 

44 
46 

22
26

33 34 35
39

35

23-24 March 30-31 March
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4

8
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When will consumers use public transport again?

1 month 12 months3 months 6 months

While only a minority anticipate using transportation services in the next month,
there is a clear shift this week with more consumers anticipating some activity in
the next few months. Other than for the more routine bus journey, however, 6 – 12
months remains the most widely cited timeframe.

Q11. Which the following are you intending to do in the next 2 weeks
Q12. Given what you know today, when do you anticipate doing the following? Base all intending to do each activity

Within the next month Within the next 6 to 12 monthsWithin the next 3 to 6 monthsWithin the next month to 3 months

Take the bus

Take the train

Book a flight

Plan a UK holiday

Book a UK holiday

Book an overseas holiday

26

34

40

35 

41 

35 

35 

18

23

31

34

35

35

39

Plan an overseas holiday

Week 1 Week 2
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Sector focus : Airlines

RT @R1ch1e5: How many flights still 
arriving without any checks? Here you go: 
#CoronaVirus #LINO #ToryLiesCostLives

RT @humongous_huw: And yet , STILL Flights arrive, 
unchecked, 1000's untested from hotspots all over the globe 
into London. Whilst we are not allowed 20miles up the road to 
visit our parents Utter, Utter madness. #Coronavirustruth
#coronavirusuk #boristhebutcher pic.twitter.com/KjUsDAuXhY

@TodaySOR @rtenews @RTERadio1 With America being THE 
hot bed now of Covid 19 in the world, why are flights still 
coming in from America landing in Ireland and the UK?

RT @RF_Jenkins: @patel4witham Please can you stop aircraft flights from China, 
Italy and Spain. Passengers are allowed to enter the U.K. without any checks or 
quarantine. This is complete madness #coronavirusuk #quarantinenow

They’re not refunding their customers either even though 
they’ve cancelled the flights. @easyJet sort it out - people will 
remember this!! #EasyJet #easyjetrefunds #Covid_19 
#coronavirusuk

@British_Airways Shame on you... you will not refund the 
flights of April, I’d to cancelling because of #COVID19 .... 
Never flight with you again....

@easyJet we are awaiting a refund from you and applied 
three weeks ago for this. Understand you are v busy atm
but would like to know how I get an update? 
#cancelledduetocovid19 #easyjetrefund

• Social media conversations explain the main issues people have with
airlines. The main critics are linked to airlines still scheduling
international flights from coronavirus hotspots and complaints
around refund requests



Brand focus : Uber

RT @shushitssusan: Please pass on to NHS people. Bravo @Uber 
pic.twitter.com/PmIY7VMcRy

great gesture from Uber ! #NHS #uber #Covid_19 
pic.twitter.com/zypgfvIHR2

RT @MattHancock: Supporting our national effort to help our NHS tackle #coronavirus is 
crucial. Great to see Uber offering meals and trips for our brilliant NHS staff: 
cityam.com/uber-to-provid… #StayHomeSaveLives

Good from Uber, will make a huge difference to lots of NHS staff but 200k will 
probably run out pretty quickly... hopefully they will increase at a later date

• Uber’s initiative to provide free rides and meals to NHS staff praised
by posters and explains why the perception around this sector is
improving this week
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Methodology

&

Quantitative survey

Online survey amongst people who have done two of the following 

since the beginning of the year (01 Jan 2020):

1. Used one of the following transport mode: plane, train or bus

2. Went on a day out to a visitor attraction

3. Stayed in paid for accommodation

The survey covers all parts of the UK and is nationally representative on 

gender, age and regions.

The questionnaire focuses on understanding people’s views on the 

coronavirus situation and the impact it has on their engagement with 

the transport, leisure and hospitality sectors. 

Social media

With customers increasingly communicating directly with 

organisations and their peers through online channels, these 

conversations cannot be ignored in the assessment of the COVID-19 

crisis on brands.

Our social analytics tool gets closer to the conversations happening in 

the online space, by listening to how brands are talked about across 

social media and how brands’ reactions to the situation is viewed 

online. The social media analytics cover all three sectors in the UK and 

rigorous content cleaning and checks are set and regularly reviewed  

to ensure data quality. The analysis looks at conversations around the 

coronavirus from 16 March 2020 to 31st March 2020.

This is a weekly survey capturing 200 respondents per wave Similar to the quantitative survey, social media will be analysed on a 
weekly basis. For this report we’ve examined:
• 177,977 posts for the transport sector
• 45, 844 posts from the leisure sector
• 50, 202 posts from the hospitality sector

Remember that this is also an opportunity for you and your organisation to
add specific questions or to increase the number of respondents targeting your
customers or specific segments. To do so, please get it touch!
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